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Using combinatorial methods, we will examine products of conjugacy classes in the symmet- 
ric group S, of all permutations of a countably infinite set. If p E S, has at least one infinite orbit 
in the underlying set and if s ES,, we give a characterization of when s is a product of two 
conjugates of p. From this, we derive that if four permutations pi E S, (i = 1,2,3,4) are given 
which all have infinite support, then any permutation of S, is a product of four elements 
conjugate to pi, p2, ps and p4, respectively. Similar results for permutations of uncountable sets 
are shown and classical groupaheoretical results are obtained from these theorems. 
1. Introduction 
We will deal with the symmetric group Sy of all permutations of an infinite set 
of cardinality PIE,. In 1933, Schreier and Ulam [15] described the Jordan-Holder 
series of So, and this was carried over to the general case of arbitrary v 2 0 in 
1934 by Baer [3]. In particular, what they showed was that the normal subgroup 
generated by a permutation p E SV which is moving PC,, elements is in fact all of S,; 
hence any s E S,, is a product of some number of conjugates of p. Thus, in a very 
natural way the question arises if there is a uniform bound for the number of 
conjugates needed, and also, if there is a bound which is independent of the 
choice of p. 
This problem was solved in 1972 by Bertram [S] for the countable case (v = 0) 
and in 1979 by Droste and Giibel[7] for the general case (for the minimality part 
see also Moran [ 111): 
(*) If p E S,, moves K, elements, then any permutation s E S, is a product of 4 
conjugates of p. Moreover, the number 4 is minimal in general. 
On the other hand, stimulated by Ore’s discovery [14] that every permutation 
in the infinite symmetric groups is a commutator and hence a product of two 
conjugate permutations, several conjugacy classes C in So were found actually 
satisfying C2 = S,,, cf. Gray [9], Bertram [4, 51, Boccara [6], Moran [ll], and 
Droste and Giibel[7,8]. Thus, various authors [9,6, 121 proposed to characterize 
all those conjugacy classes C with C2 = So. For the case that C contains a 
permutation p E So which has at least one infinite orbit (= minimal p-invariant 
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subset of the underlying set), we solve this problem: 
Theorem 1. Let p E SO have at least one infinite orbit in the underlying set, and let 
(+) be the following property: 
(+) p has exactly one infinite orbit and for every n EN only finitely many orbits of 
length n. 
Then the following is true: 
(a) If (+) holds, then [p12 = S,\ (SE\ A,). 
(b) If (+) does not hold, then [p12 = So. 
Here [p] denotes the conjugacy class of p, St c So is the set of permutations of 
finite support, and A0 E SE is the infinite alternating group in So. 
This result makes use of and extends some theorems by Moran [12] and Droste 
and Giibel[8], and it generalizes several other results by Boccara [6], Bertram [4] 
and Gray [9]. 
Theorem 2. Let s, pl, p2, p3 E Sy all have infinite supports of the same cardinal@ K, 
where K O s K 6 K. Then s E CPJ - [p21 + 1~~1. 
If we put v = 0 and pi = p (i = 1,2,3), we get that all elements of So \[p13 (if 
existent) must have finite support. 
However, at this date only one conjugacy class [p] has been found where p E S,, 
has infinite support and satisfies [p13 # So, namely the one where p is a fixed- 
point-free involution, see Moran [lo] for a description of [pp. 
Conjecture. If p E S,, has infinite support and is not a fixed-point-free involution, 
then [pp = SO. 
If p has at least one infinite orbit, the conjecture was shown to be true in 
Droste and GGbel [8]; this follows also, for example, from Theorem 1, as we will 
show (Corollary 3.3). 
From Theorem 2 we get immediately (*), our starting point. Theorem 2 also 
contains an answer to a question of Moran (cf. Corollary 4.10). 
The following result will provide the basis for all of our considerations: 
Theorem A. Let s, pl, p2 E SO have infinite support. If both p1 and p2 have at least 
one infinite orbit in the underlying set, then s E [pl] - [p2]. 
2. Notation 
Let No=NU{O}, N,= N u{&)); [g] = {x-l * g . x: x E G}; (J Ai = disjoint union. 
For a mapping f let af denote its value at a, f(* its restriction to A and 
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Af = {af: a E A}, if A is a subset of the domain of fi Sy denotes the group of all 
permutations of a set M of cardinality K,. If p is a permutation of a set M, we also 
write D(p) = M for the domain of p; then F(p) are the fixed points of p and 
S(P) = {a E D(P): aP# a)= D(p)\%4 
is the support of p and IpI = IS(p)1 d enotes the cardinality of the support of p. For 
each a EM, the set {ap”: n E Z} is called the p-orbit containing a. We define a 
function p from N, into {c: 0 6 c Q IMI - K,} by denoting with p(n) the cardinality 
of the set of all orbits of cardinality n of p, where n E IV,. We call the cardinality 
of an orbit also its length. An orbit of p is trivial, if it has length 1, i.e. contains 
only a fixed point of p, and infinite, if it has length KO. Note that for p, 4 E SM we 
have [p] = [q] iff p = @ 
For 06~6~+1 let S7y={p~S,,: I~(<K,} and 
A, = {p E S”,: pIs(pJ is an even permutation of S(p)}; 
put s; = {p E s,: IpI = &)} = s,\ s”,, and let C, denote the conjugacy class of So 
comprising all p E SO with ~(&-,) = K0 and t(n) = 0 for n EN. 
If pi are permutations of the pair-wise disjoint sets Mi, i E I, we can define a 
permutation p acting on oi,,Mi by putting plMi = pi. In this case we write 
p = @isrpi, and then we obviously have p(n) = Cicrpi(n) for each n E k4,. 
3. Proof of Theorem A and consequences 
In this chapter we provide the proof of Theorem A and state some immediate 
consequences. Theorem A follows immediately from: 
Lemma 3.1. Let s, a, b be permutations of a countable set such that s has infinite 
support and a and b have at least one infinite orbit. Then s is a product of two 
permutations conjugate to a and b, respectively. 
Proof. We distinguish between the cases F(s) = $4 and F(s) # $i. 
Case 1. Assume F(s) = 9. 
Let N be the underlying countable set. We put K, - 1 = K,, K0 + n = NO for each 
~E&U(&}, n+,=K, if neN, and O.K,=O. Let k=ii(&,)-1 and k’= 
@4,) - 1, thus k, k’ EN, U {No}. If x EN and if T is the s-orbit containing X, we 
define X, = T if 7’ is finite, and X, = {x’-‘, X, x’} if 7’ is infinite. Note that lxsl 3 2, 
since F(s) = 8. Now we can choose an infinite subset 2 of N such that N = OXEZ X, 
and X, n ys = fl if X, y E 2, x # y. Thus Z” t7 Z = Z”-’ n Z = 8. Next we decompose 
Z=AUBUC with /C\=K, and 
IAl= c n - a(n)+ k *No, PI= c n - 6(n)+ k’ - No. 
n&J n&J 
Define p’(q’) to be a permutation of the set A (B) satisfying T(n) = 6(n) 
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(4’(n) = 6(n)) f or all n EN and F(&) = k (q’(K,) = k’). We remark that A and B 
are void if a and b have only one (infinite) orbit. Without mentioning it again, in 
the sequel we will use that xs # x for all x EN, since F(s) = (d. Our aim is to define 
a permutation 
with domain and support N \A, and similarly a permutation 
4* = (. . . b2i+l . . . b,i_l . . . b3. . . b,b; . . . b; . . . &i_1. . . b;i+l . . .) 
with domain and support N\ B, such that, if we put p = p’@p* and 4 = 4’@4*, we 
have x”~ = x9 for all x ENS; then p and q are conjugate to a and b, respectively, by 
l+jj, L=Q. 
Part A of our construction. By induction, we will now define two sequences of 
6-tuples (5: j EN} and {Gj: j EN), where Fj = {Pi, Pj, Pi, Uj, US, kj) and Gj = 
(Qj, Q,!,4j, bj, bj, mj) such that PsN\A and QjEN\B, Pi: PjCjA+N and 
4j: QjUB+N are injections, ajEPj, u~EP~=P~E~\A, bjEQj, bjEQj=QpC 
N \ B, k, mi E N, and, moreover, such that the following properties hold: 
(i) PiI* = P’9 qilB = 4’. 
(ii) ajEPj\y, u~EPJ\~, bjEQj\Qr, bjEQJ\Qj. 
(iii) There are elements q E Pi (i = 1, . . . , 4) and y1 E Qj (2 = 1, . . . , mj) such 
that aj = ~1, x?= Xi+1 for i~{l, . . . , kj- l), nk= U; and bj = ~1, yTj= yl+l for 
IE{l,. . .) FTIj - l}, yaj = bj. 
We always abbreviate Xi = {Xi: i = 1, . . . , kj} LJ {ai) and Yj = {yl: E = 1, . . . , 
mj>CJ{b$}. 
(iv) Assume a subset X of Pi fl P~( Qj f7 Q$ satisfies: Whenever x, y E X, there is 
an n E& such that xP7 = y or y = ;xp; (~“7 = y or yq’ = x). Then X is finite, and 
piJX (4jJX) is not a permutation Of X. 
(v) There are infinitely many points x E IV with 
(vi) Pj U A = (Qj U B)" and xs’Pj = xqj for each x E Qj U B. 
We now come to: 
Step 1 of our construction (j = 1). 
Let a, b E C with a # b, and put P1 = (as}9 B”, P; = (b)G B, Q1 = {a}iJ A”-‘, 
0; = {b} 0 A. We define (as)P1 = a91 = b, xPl= xs-‘*q’ for each x E Bs, and yql= y s-P’ 
for each y E A”-‘, finally P& = p’ and 4& = 4’. Now pl: PI GA +N and 
41: Q1 6 B + N are well-defined injective mappings. If we put a, = as, b, = a, 
a’,=b’,=band kl=m,= 1, it is easy to check that the 6-tuples F1 and G, satisfy 
the conditions (i)-(vi) with j = 1. 
To proceed, assume that n EN is an odd number. 
Step n + 1 of the construction. 
Let the 6-tuples F,, G,, satisfy the conditions (i)-(vi) with j = n, and let z E iV \ A 
be minimal with z#X,. We will now construct two 6-tuples F,+tz G,+l which 
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satisfy the conditions (i)-(vi) with j = n + 1 and, in addition: 
(a) P, 5 P,+l, p:,s P’,-1, Qn s Qn+l> Q:,s Q;+v 
09 pn+&, = in, qn+&,, = c&z- 
(4 k+l > k, m,+, 2 m,. 
(4 a,, a:, E Ll \b,+,, al,+J. 
(4 h,, 0 K+v 
(0 2 E Xn+l. 
If z E P’,, by (iv) there exists an element b E P,, \ P:, with z = bPy for some m EN. 
If zq! P’,, we put b = z. In any case b # a,,. Now let X = 
P,UP:,UAUQ,UQ:,UBU{b,}, and choose a E lV such that a, n X = 8. We put 
c=min{x~M x,n(XU{a,})=$!l} and Y={a’,, a, c}. 
First, we remark that b, a,, y! Q:,U B = (Q, U B)qn and al, $ (Q,, U B)” because of 
(ii) and (vi). Therefore we can define 
afP,+t = a n , aP,+l= b and (arma)%+, = a, (as-l)%+1 = b, 
furthermore cpn+l = a,, and (~‘-~)~n+l= a,,. Finally, we put, of course, pn+liP,UA = p,, 
and G,+~~Q.~~= qn7 and now E,+~ and q,+l are injective functions, well-defined on 
the sets P,QAo Y and QnU BG Y”-’ and with values in the set 
P:, U AU {a, b, a,) = QL iJ So (a, b, a,). Observe that (a, b, a,) = Ypn+l = Ys-lqn+l. If 
P n+l = Pnti Y, p’,,, = Pl,i, YPn+1, 
Q n+l = Q,,U Y”-’ and Q’,+l = Ql,U Ypn+l, 
we see that (i), (v), (vi) (with j = n + l), (a) and (b) are fulfilled. Condition (iv) is 
also satisfied, since we have, as far as P,,+~ is concerned, in particular a::+1 = b # a, 
and cq! X U a, and, as far as q,+l is concerned, a$ Q, and as-l, cs-’ 4 Q’,, so that 
the induction hypothesis implies condition (iv). 
Now we define the elements a,,,, a’,+lb,,+l, b’,,,. If b E P,, there is an m E&! 
such that bpi+l = bpiEP,nPI,, if lsjsrn- 1, but bp: E PI,\ P,. Then put a),,, = 
bP: = (a~)KZ_ If bq! P,,, let a’,,, = b =ak*i+l. In any case a;,, E PI,+,\ P,+l. Next, 
put a,+, = c E P,+1\ P’,+l. It is possible that b, E (b, a,}. If b, = b, put b,+l = a’-‘, 
and if b, = a,,, let b,+l = csM1; in these cases we have b,+l E Qn+l\ Q;+l and 
b p;t = b,. If b,${b, a,,}, we define b,,, = b,,, thus again b,+zE Q,,+l\ Q’,+t. Simi- 
larly, it might be that b’,= a?-‘. Then let b’,,, = a, thus bl,gn+l = b’,,,. Otherwise, if 
b’,# a:-‘, define b’,,, = b’,. In any of these cases we have b’,+l E a;+,\ Q,,+l. 
Thus, from these considerations, there are positive integers k,+* 3 k, + 3 and 
m,,, B m, such that conditions (ii), (iii), and also (c), (d), (e) are satisfied. Finally, 
(f) follows from b = a$+1 E Xn+l. Hence Step n + 1 of our construction is com- 
pleted. 
Step n f 2 of our construction. 
Let z EN \ B be minimal with z# Y,,+l. We will show that there are 6-tuples 
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F ,,+*, G,,+2 which satisfy the conditions (i)-(vi) with i = n + 2 and, in addition: 
(I) P, s P?l+2, P’,s PL+z, Qn s Qn+z, Q’,s Q&+2. 
(II) Pn+&, = P?l9 %t+*IQ, = 9n. 
(III) k+2 > k, mn+2 > m,. 
(IV a,, a3 JL2kb2, aL21. 
09 bn, b’,E K+2\@n+2, b’,+,l. 
WI) 2 E x+2. 
For each x E Q,,+l U B we have xqn+l = ~“~n+l, according to Step n + 1 and (vi) 
with i = n + 1, or, equivalently, ~‘-‘*~n+1= ypn+l for each y E ( Q,,+l U B)” = Pn+l U A. 
Hence the 6-tuples G,+l and Fn+l satisfy conditions (i)-(v) and 
(vi) Qj U B = (pi U A)“-’ and ys-l*qi = ypj for each y E pi U A with i = n + 1. 
Because of this symmetry if we interchange s with s-l and the 6-tuples 
F n+l9 G,+l with G,+l, &+I, we might repeat Step n + 1 once more (with n + 1 
instead of n) in order to get 6-tuples G,,+2, Fn+2 which satisfy the conditions 
(i)-(v), (vi) (and thus (vi)) with i = n + 2 and the symmetrical counterpart of (a)-(f). 
Now Et+29 G,+2 satisfy (I)-(VI) and Step n +2 is finished. With this, our construc- 
tion by induction is completed. 
Part B. Here we construct the required permutations conjugate to a and b and 
with product s. 
According to (d), (f), for each z EN \ A there is an n EN with z E X,, E 
Xn+2 \ {an+2, aL2) E Pn+2 n P;+2. ‘Ihis shows 
and, symmetrically, 
U Qj=~\B= U Ql. 
jdU j&J 
Because of (I), (II), and (i), we may define a function p :N + N (9 :N ---, N) by 
putting xp = xpi (x4 =xqi) if XEPjUA (XE QjUB) for some iEN. As in the usual 
way, we see that p is a permutation of the set N with pIA = p’, thus p* = plIBIiA is a 
permutation of N \A. By the above remark, for each z EN \A there is also an 
rnEH with apm= z, thus p has precisely one orbit, namely N \A. A similar 
consideration yields that 4 and q* = qlNiB are permutations of the sets N and 
N \B, respectively, and that q* has precisely one (infinite) orbit. Finally, for all 
x EN we have x4 = Cp. Since p = p’@p*, p has k + 1 = Z(N,) infinite orbits and 
F(n) orbits of length n (n EN), thus p is conjugate to a. Similarly, 4 is conjugate 
to b. Hence we get s = 4 - p-l E [b] - [a J. 
We remark that according to our construction the set N \ (A U B) is infinite, and 
therefore there are two infinite orbits of p and 4 (namely the domains of p* and 
4”) which have infinitely many elements (of N \ (A U B)) in common. 
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Case 2. The permutation s may have fixed points. 
We decompose s = sl@ sZ, where s2 consists exactly of all of the fixed points of 
s. Thus F(s,) = 8, and according to Case 1 there are two permutations g and h of 
the set S(q) which satisfy s1 = g - h, g(n) = ti( n) and G(n) = K(n) for all n E fV), and 
which have infinite orbits G and H. respectively, with )G f7 HI = K,. Hence we can 
decompose g = gl@ g, (h = h, $ h2) such that g, = glG ( hl = hlH) is a permutation 
of G(H) with only one orbit. Now we choose for each TV F(s2) an element 
t E G n H. For each t E F(s,), we ‘insert’ t into G ‘between’ the elements %’ and 
? and into H ‘between’ T and pl to get permutations g+ and h+, i.e. we define 
two permutations g’ and h’ of the sets G U F(s,) and H U F(s,), respectively, but 
putting xg+ = xgl for all x4 {if-l: t E F(s,)} and ( ii-‘)g’ = t, tg+ = ? for all t E F(s2), 
similarly P+ = x hi for all x# {T: t E F(s2)} and th’ = t, th+ = thl for all t E F(s,). Then 
g+ and h’ have only one (infinite) orbit on their domains and satisfy (g, . h,)$ 
s2 i g + - h’. Thus g+@g, and h’$h, are permutations of D(s) and conjugate to 
a and b, respectively, and they satisfy s = (g’@ g2) - (h+$ h2). This proves the 
lemma. 
Next, we use Theorem A and a result due to Moran [ 121 to get 
Corollary 3.2. Let pl, p2 E SO each have at least one infinite orbit in the underlying 
set. Then, in any case Sr c [pJ - [p2J, and equality holds if and only if at least one 
of the following conditions holds: 
(9 p,(KJ # E(W 
(ii) There ure infinitely many n EN with PI(n) # p2(n) 
(iii) There is an n EN with pl( n) <K, and jT2( n) = NO or vice versa. 
Proof. The first part of the assertion is the result of Theorem A. The second part 
is contained in a characterization of when [pl] - [p2] n Sg # 8 holds which is due to 
Moran [12; Theorem 41. 
Corollary 3.3. Let pi E So (i = 1,2,3) each have at least one infinite orbit in the 
underlying set. Then SO = [p,] ?? [p2] * [pJ. 
This includes results of Bertram [4], Boccara [6; Corollary III, p. 2821 and 
Droste and Gobel [8; Theorem 11. 
Proof. From Theorem A follows Sr c [pl] - [p2] - [pJ. On the other hand, if 
s E SE, then s - p;l E St and thus s - p;l E [p,] ?? [p2] according to Theorem A, 
therefore s E [p,] * [p2] - [pJ. 
4. Proof of Theorems 1 and 2 and consequences 
In this section, Theorem A will provide the main tool for the proofs of 
Theorems 1 and 2. However, we also need some further lemmas. 
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Lemma 4.1. Let p E SO have at least one infinite orbit. Then A,E [p]‘. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Bertram’s result [4; Theorem 2.1, p. 
2761 which establishes the lemma when p has precisely one (infinite) orbit. 
The next formulae will be used in the proof of Lemma 4.3. 
Construction4.2. Letz=(...-10123.. .) be the permutation of Z defined by 
x==x+1 for XEZ. Let a,bEZ with as1 and b83. We put A= 
{z EZ: a + 1 s z ~2) and let a = a(a, b) be the permutation of A U {b} which is 
defined by xQ = x + 1 if x E A \{2}, 2” = b and b” = a + 1. 7’hus CY has exactly one 
orbit of length 3 - a. Then, as can be checked easily by an elementwise calculation, 
the following formulae hold: 
(i) Moran [12; proof of Proposition 71: 
(a 3) - 2 = (a ?? - a-2a-la456...)$a(a,3). 
(ii) (a234).z=(..*a-2a-la356...)$cu(a,4). 
(iii) (a25346).z=(...a-2a-la354789...)$cw(a,6). 
(iv) (a22k+12k-1...75346...2k2k+2)az 
= (. . . a-2a-la354769*..2k-l2k-22ki-l 
2k2k+32k+42k+5...)&(a,2k+2) 
for every k 2 3. 
(v) (kk-1...21).z=(...-lOl k+l k+2k+3+ 
@((2) (3) * . - (k - 1) (0 for every k > 2. 
Lemma 4.3. Let p E S, satisfy p(NO) = 1 and j?(n) = KO for some n EN. Then 
SEE [pJ2. 
Proof. Let s E Sg. Because of Lemma 4.1, we may assume s$ AO. We decompose 
s = s1@s2, where D(s,)c F(s) and ID(s,)l =KO for i = 1,2. Thus SIP = s,I~(~), and 
so s1 has at least one orbit C of even length. Let 
c = sllc@idlD(slJ,c and t = c-l - sl. 
Since tls(tl is an even permutation, we can apply Bertram [4; Theorem 2.1, p. 2761 
or Lemma 4.1 to get two permutations q’, r1 of the set D(s,) such that t = q’ - rl 
and q’, I, each have precisely one infinite orbit. If n 2 2, let a = 3 - n. W.1.o.g. 
D(s,) =Z. If S(t) # $3, i.e. s has at least two non-trivial orbits, we can assume that 
max S(t) < min{a, 0). Furthermore, we assume that 9’ = z and c is one of the 
cycles 
(a 3), (a 2 3 4), (a25346), (a2*..2k2k+2) 
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from Construction 4.2(i), (ii), (iii), (iv) respectively, if n 32, and c = 
(k/c-l*** 2 1) with k = ICI ‘f L n = 1, as in 4.2(v). Thus c - z = q1 is a permutation 
acting on D(s,) = Z with precisely one infinite orbit and one finite orbit of length 
n = 3 - a, if n > 2, or ICI - 1 fixed points, if n = 1, according to Construction 4.2. 
Hence 
s1= c * t = (c * q’) - r, = (c * 2) - r1= q1 * r1. 
Now let q2 be a permutation acting on D(s2) such that q2(m) = p(m) for all 
m EN and q2(K0) = 0. Let r2 = qil and q = q1 $q2, T = rl@ r,. Then, by the final 
remark of Section 2, we have q(n) = p( ti) = r’(n) for all n EN,, hence q and r are 
conjugate to p and satisfy 
s = s,$s2 = (q1 ’ ~,~wq2 * r2) = (41@q2) * b*@r2) = q * ~~EP12. 
After these final preparations, we can now come to the 
Proof of Theorem 1. (a) We assume that condition (+) of Theorem 1 holds for 
p E So. Thus ST E [p]” by Theorem A, and A0 c [p12 by Lemma 4.1. On the other 
hand, we have [p12 n Sgc AO, according to Moran [ 12; Theorem 31. Hence 
[p12= S;UAO= S,\(S:\A,). 
(b) If condition (+) does not hold for p E So, we have ~(N,-J > 2 or there is an 
n EN with p(n) = K,,. In the first case, So = Cpp by Droste and Giibel[8; Theorem 
11. In the second case and if I = 1, we get S”,C [p12 by Lemma 4.3 and 
Sg E [p]’ by Theorem A. Hence [p-J2 = So. 
The answer to the following question is still unknown: 
Problem. Which p E So satisfy [p12 = So? 
Related material can be found in Gray [9; Theorems 2.10 and 2.111, Bertram 
[S; Theorem 1, p. 3181, Droste and Gobel [7; Theorem 3.2, p. 2841, and Moran 
[ll; Corollary 2.5, p. 68, and 12; Theorem 31. 
We exhibit now a further range of examples. Call (k, lj m) E N3 an additive triple 
if k + 1 = m. For a permutation p, let S,(p) = {n EN,: p(n) a&-,}. 
Example 4.4. Let p E So satisfy p&J =O. If [p12 contains a transposition, then 
there is an additive triple (k, 1, m) E N3 with p’(i) # 0 for each i E {k, Z, m). 
Proof. Assume that p is acting on Z and s = (12) = q . r with q, r E [p]. There are 
either two orbits C1, C2 of r with 1 E C, and 2 E C2 or one non-trivial orbit C3 of r 
with l,2~ C3. In both of these cases, let ci = r),@idJ,,, (i = 1,2 or i = 3, 
respectively). In the first case, (12) * c,’ ?? c,’ has besides fixed points only one 
orbit, which is also an orbit of q and has length ICI+ IC,l, as an elementary 
calculation shows, and thus the assertion holds. In the second case, (12) - c-’ = d 
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has support S(c). Hence &Cc) cannot have only one orbit since then (12) = d - c, 
if restricted to S(c), would be an even permutation of S(c). So dlstCj has exactly 
two orbits, which are also orbits of 9, and again we obtain the assertion. 
In fact, Example 4.4 and its proof can be generalized to obtain the following 
result. 
Theorem 4.5. Let v 2 0 and p E S,,. The following are equivalent: 
(1) [p]’ contains a transposition. 
(2) One of the following three mutually exclusive conditions holds: 
(4 P(W 2 2; 
(b) P(%) = 1 and S=(p) # 8; 
(c) jj(&) = 0 and (S,(P))~ contains an additive triple. 
Furthermore, (1) (hence (2)) of (4.5) is equivalent to: p does not have parity 
features, i.e. [p12n (Sz\A,) # pI, and if p&J = 0, then (S,(P))~ contains an addi- 
tive triple. (This is due to Moran [13], cf. also [12, Theorem 31.) 
Corollary 4.6. Let p E So have only orbits of the same length n EN),. Then [p]” = So 
if and only if n = K0 and j#+,) 2 2. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 1 and Example 4.4, and also from 
Theorem 4.5. 
By a usual splitting argument (see, for instance, the proof of Theorem 2) 
Theorem 1 generalizes to the case of arbitrarily infinite sets: 
Corollary 4.7 (Droste and Gijbel[8; Theorem 21). Let p E S, and J?(&,) = K,. Then 
SV = [PI”. 
Now we turn to the proof of Theorem 2. The construction in the proof of 
Lemma 4.8 can be easily interpreted geometrically; we choose the underlying set 
to be Z XZ and define two of the permutations to move ‘horizontally’ or 
‘vertically’, respectively (leaving each set H x {i}, i E Z (G} x Z, j E Z) invariant), so 
that their product will be a permutation moving ‘diagonally’ with infinitely many 
infinite orbits only. 
Lemma 4.8. If s and p are permutations of a countable set, each moving infinitely 
many points but without an infinite orbit, then there is a permutation q conjugate to p 
with s - q E C,. 
Proof. We distinguish between two cases, p(l) = 0 and p(1) # 0. 
Case 1. p has no fixed points. 
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W.1.o.g. we choose the underlying set to be M= Z x Z, and if s is a permutation 
of M with infinite support and only orbits of finite length, then s has infinitely 
many non-trivial orbits. Thus we may make the following assumptions on s: 
(i) (Z X G})” = Z X {j) f or all j EZ. Thus s moves ‘horizontally’. 
(ii) If 7’ is a non-trivial orbit of s and if (i, j), (k, j) E T and i < m < k, then 
(m, j) E T. Furthermore, (i, j)” =(i+l, j) for all but one point (i, j)ET, if Tis an 
orbit of s. 
(iii) We put 
L(s) = {(i, j) E S(s): (i - 1, j)” # (6 j)), 
the set of all ‘left-end’ points of non-trivial orbits of s; 
R(s) = {(i j) E S(s): 6, j)” # (i + 1, j% 
the set of all ‘right-end’ points of non-trivial orbits of s; I(s) = S(s) \ (L(s) U R(s)): 
the set of all ‘interior’ points of non-trivial orbits of s. We remark that 
R(s)” = L(s) and M = L(s) d I(s) h R(s) 6 F(s). 
For each i E Z we put Zi = {i} X Z and Li = L(S) fl Zi, Ri = R(S) fl Zi, Ii = 
I(s)n&, fi=F(s)n&, and assume lLil=lRil=a* 
(iv) F(s) c Z X (0). 
NOW we decompose p = eiEz pi such that Ipi1 = 00 for all i E Z. For every i E H 
we proceed in the following way: We decompose pi = ekeE Pi& where p&k has 
exactly one orbit of length ni,k with 2 < ni,k EN on its domain, and by (iii) we can 
Split Li = 0 kEz &k with 
IL&k1 = ni,k -1=ls(pi,k)l-1 for all kEZ. 
Again by (iii) there is a bijection 9i from {Li,k : k E Z} onto 4 U Ri U 6. If k E H, let 
q&k be a permutation of the set L,,kIj{+i(L&k)} with only one orbit; thus 
(4i (Lhk))qi*k E L&k. Put qi = @kE+ qi,k. Then qi is a permutation of the set {i) X Z 
which satisfies 
(+) a(n) = I{k Ei!; lqLkl = n}l= I{k Ez; lpi&l = ni,k = n}l =E(n) for all II Ef$,,, and 
(++) if XEIiURiUE, then X’iELi. 
Now, if q = @ i~z qi, we obtain a permutation q of M which is conjugate to p 
because of (+), and all we have to show is r = s - q E C,. 
First we show that r has no orbits of finite length, i.e. if a = (i, j) E M, we claim 
that arm # a for all m E N. This follows from the following considerations (l)-(4). 
(1) If a E Li U 4, then us E &+1 U Ri+l by (ii) and ur = use4 E &+l by (++), hence 
Urm E Li+, for all mEFV. 
(2) If a E E, then ur = USE Li by (++), hence u~““E Li+, for all m EN by (1). 
(3) If a E Ri G R(s) and ur”# R(s) for some m E~V, then arm+’ 6 R(s) for all jEl+J 
by (1) and (2). 
(4) Now let a E Ri and arm E R(s) for all m EN. By (ii), (iii) we get us E Lk for 
some k E Z with k < i, and then a’ E Rk. Hence, whenever m EN, there exists 
i,,, E Z with i,,, < i and urm E R,. 
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Now we have established that r has only infinite orbits. Whenever a, b E LO, 
a# b, we have shown in (1) that arm E L,,, and hence arm # b for all m EN, thus a 
and b belong to different infinite orbits of r. since ]&,I = ~0 by (iii), we obtain 
r=s*qEC,. 
Case 2. p may have fixed points. 
First we decompose s =s,$s~ and p=p1$p2 with IS(Si)l=IS(pi)l=m for i= 
1,2, F(p,) = pI and F(s,) = 8. A ccording to Case 1 there are permutations qi, ti, Zi 
of the set D(Si) such that q(n) = Fi(n) and G(n) = q(n) for all ~1 EN,, q(n) = 0 if 
HEN, Zi(K,)=&, and Zi=q *qi for i= 1,2. Thus q’= q1@q,, t = t@t2, 2 = Zld3 
z2 are permutations of D(s) with 4’ = p, ? = S, z E C, and z = t - 4’. This shows 
s . q E [z] = C, for an appropriate permutation q conjugate to p. 
Lemma 4.9. Let a, b E S, both have infinite support. Then C, E [a] - [b]. 
Proof. If a and b both do not have any infinite orbits, the result follows from 
Lemma 4.7. On the other hand, assume w.1.o.g. that ii&) 2 1. Then b E C, - [a] 
by Theorem A, and thus C,c [a] - [b]. 
Now we are ready for the 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let K be a cardinal with K, GN SK,, and s, pl, p2, p3 E Sy all 
move K elements. We examine three cases, namely v = 0, No <K = K, and 
$(+K<K,. 
Case 1. Let v = 0. By Lemma 4.9, we have 
Cm c Csl * [P31) f-l ([PI1 * IP21) 
and hence 
s E Cm * [p31= CPII * [p21- LP31. 
Case 2. Assume v > 0 and No <K = K,. 
Since IsI = K, >K,, we can split s = ~ ids si, where III = K, and si = sIP(,,) is a 
permutation of a countable set D(Si) with infinite support ISi] = K,,. Also, split 
pj = @icr Pj,i for each i = 1,2,3 such that Ipj,i I= K,. By Case 1, there are permu- 
tations qj,i of the set D(Si) with G(n) = pi,,(n) for each i E I, n EN, and i E (1,2,3} 
and Si = ql,i * q2,i * q3,ie Put qj = @ier qj,i, hence qj E [pi] for i = 1,2,3. Furthermore, 
we get 
s = @ si = @ (41,i ’ q2,i ’ q3,i) = 41 . q2 ’ q3 E [PII * EP21. LP31 
ie:I ie1 
which proves the assertion. 
Case 3. Assume v > 0 and K0 SK <K,. 
First, decompose s = s1@s2 such that s1 = sIsts) and s2= sIFcS). Let pi =pils(pi). 
Hence Is11 = lpi1 =K for i = 1,2,3. If K,<K, we apply Case 2, and if No = K, Case 
1 to get permutations q{ defined on D(s,) = S(s,) with g(n) = z(n) for each 
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Professor Gadi Moran whose critical remarks have resulted in improvements of 
several parts of this paper. 
Note added in proof. In the meantime we have been able to answer the 
Conjecture mentioned in the introduction positively (see M. Droste, “Cubes of 
conjugacy classes covering the infinite symmetric group”, submitted to Proc. 
A.M.S.). 
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